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In the sixth chapter of the writer's bookf on the theory of the algebraic

functions it was proved that a rational function of ( z, v ), which is adjoint for

the value z = <» relatively to an algebraic equation F (z, v) = 0, must be

of degree < N — 1 and that the degree of the element involving vn_1 must

be ^ n — 1, where N is the degree of the equation supposed to be written in

the form

(1) F(z,v) = vn + Fn-lv»-1+ ...+Fo=0.

At the place cited the equation was integral. This however is not necessary

and is not here assumed. The first purpose of the present paper is to prove

the theorem in question by a shorter and simpler method. To this end it will

be necessary to recall some of the terms made use of in the earlier chapters of

the book referred to and it will also be convenient for the sake of completeness

to reproduce a few of the results there given.

The equation (1) we may write in the form

(2) F (z, v)= (v- z-'PO ■■■ (v- z°"Pn) - 0,

where Pi, • • • , P„ are power-series in 1 \z whose exponents may be integral or

fractional. They are however none of them negative and in each of the

power-series the constant term is different from 0. The branches group

themselves into a number r of cycles and the orders of coincidence of the

branches of these cycles, each with the product of the n — 1 conjugate

factors v — ̂ P,, we indicate by the symbols pi, • • ■ , pr respectively. Any

rational function of ( z, v ) we say is adjoint relatively to the equation, for the

* Presented to the Society, December, 1910.

t Theory of the algebraic functions of a complex variable, Mayer and Müller (Berlin, 1906).
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value z = » , if its orders of coincidence with the branches of the several cycles

do not fall short of the numbers in— 1 + l/n, • • •, v* — 1 + 1/jv respect-

ively, where v\, • • • , vT are the orders of the several cycles.

If in the product (2) the exponents a*+i, • ■ • , an are those which are greater

than 1, we evidently have

(3) N=k + ak+l+ ■■■+an.

It is then clear that the degree of the product of any n — 1 of the factors

v — z"lPi, • • • , v — z^Pn is ^ N — 1. The same will also be true of any

product (v — zßlQi) • • ■ (v — z^-'Qn-i) in which Qi, ■ • •, Q„_i are power-

series in 1/z not involving positive powers of z, and in which the exponents

ßi, • ■ ■, ßn-i have for values some n — 1 of the n numbers ai, • • •, a„.

Let us now consider a rational function of the form

(4) v"-i + R^2vn-2 + ••• + Bo,

in which the coefficients fi„_2, • • •, Ro are rational functions of z. Writing

this as a product

(5) (V-Wl)  ■••(•- Z^'Qn-l)

we see that, by choice of the power-series Q and the exponents ß, we cannot

simultaneously increase indefinitely the orders of coincidence of the product

with more than n — 1 of the n branches v — z°'Ps = 0 of the equation

F ( z, v ) = 0. Furthermore the product can have with n — 1 of these branches

such indefinitely high orders of coincidence, only when the n — 1 factors

v — zß'Q, correspond severally to the n — 1 branches in question and coin-

cide each to an indefinitely high order with one of these branches. Now any

rational function of ( z, v ), of degree n — 1 in v, can evidently be written in

the form

(6) R(z,v) = sr*Q (v - z^'QO ••• (v - z'^Qr^i),

where Q is a power-series in 1/z beginning with a constant term which is dif-

ferent from 0 and where h is an integer which may happen to be positive,

negative or zero. From what precedes we see that such rational function

cannot be given indefinitely high orders of coincidence with all the n branches

v — z*'Pi = 0, • • -,v — z*~P„ = 0 simultaneously, unless we take k indefinitely

large.

Assuming now that the orders of coincidence of the function (6) with all n

branches increase indefinitely, and therewith that k also increases indefinitely,

we can readily show that the degree of the function (6) must decrease indefi-

nitely. Let us consider the order of coincidence of the function (6) with

the branch v — z"'P, = 0. This order of coincidence is evidently equal to

the sum of the orders of coincidence of the product

Trans. Am. Math. Soc. 11
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(7) (v-z^Qr) ■■■ (v-za*)

and the product

(8) z~kq (v - z^Qp+J •••(*>- ^-'Qn-i )

with the branch in question. Here we shall assume our notation to be so

chosen that the exponents j3p+i, • • •, ßn-i are those among the exponents ß

which are > ote. If the order of coincidence of the branch v — za"P, = 0

with the product (6) becomes indefinitely great its order of coincidence with

one of the two products (7) and (8) must become indefinitely great. Its order

of coincidence with the latter product however is evidently

(9) k- ßp+1- ■■■ - &_!.

If this number becomes indefinitely great the degree in ( z, v ) of the product

(8) must plainly become indefinitely small. It will then follow also that

the degree of the product (6) must decrease indefinitely, since the degree

of the product (7) is evidently limited. Indefinite increase of the order of

coincidence of the branch v — z"P, = 0 with the product (6) then brings with

it indefinite decrease of the degree of this product or indefinite increase in the

order of coincidence of the branch with the product (7). The latter alternative,

however, requires indefinite increase in the order of coincidence of the branch

with one of the factors of the product (7) and therefore with one of the factors

of the product (5). Indefinitely large increase in the orders of coincidence of

all n branches v — za,Pi = 0, • • •, v — z^Pn = 0 with the function (6) will

then require either indefinite decrease in the degree of the function or indefi-

nite increase in the orders of coincidence of the n branches, each with a cor-

responding one of the n — 1 factors in the product (5). The latter alternative

is, however, obviously impossible. It follows therefore that the degree of the

function (6) must decrease indefinitely if its orders of coincidence with the n

branches increase indefinitely.

In the above the rational function R (z, v) has been assumed to contain a

term involving the power vn~x. If however the degree in v of the function is

< n — 1 we readily see, on replacing n — 1 by n — t — 1 in (6), that our

preceding argument applies to the product so obtained and that its degree

must diminish indefinitely if its orders of coincidence with the n branches in-

crease indefinitely. The same result can otherwise be deduced on considering

the product v'R ( z, v ) in the case where R ( z, v ) is of degree n — t — 1 in v.

Indefinite increase in the orders of coincidence of the function R (z, v) with

the n branches brings with it indefinite increase in the orders of coincidence

of the product v'R( z,v) with these branches, and therefore indefinite decrease in

the degree of this product—since it involves the power d"-1—and consequently

also indefinite decrease in the degree of the factor R ( z, v ).   In any case,
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then, indefinite increase in the orders of coincidence of a rational function of

(z, v) with all n branches of the fundamental equation corresponding to the

value z = » brings with it indefinite decrease in the degree of the function

—supposed to be expressed in its reduced form.

Assuming for the moment that the lettering of the n branches of the equation

has been so ordered that the v, branches v — zaiPi = 0, • • •, v — za"-PVi = 0

constitute the cycle of order v,, let us consider the product

(10) (v - za'P2) ■■■ (v- z"'.PVt) (v - za".+iP„.+1 ) •••(»- za"P„) = 0.

Here we have of course a\ = a2 = ■ • • = av,. The orders of coincidence of

the product with all the branches excepting v — za,Pi = 0 are infinite and with

this branch its order of coincidence is /i„.

From the product (10) we derive another product

(11) (t» - ss-Q,) •••(»- a-r-Q,,) (t> - zV^Qm-i) •••(•-*-&),

where the Q's are obtained on discarding terms of higher order in the series

Pi, • • ■, Pn- We may assume terms of like order to be discarded in the case

of all series belonging to the same cycle.   The product

(12) R (z, v) = (v- z°^QVl+1) .-.(«- z°*Qn)

will then be a rational function of ( z, v ) and its orders of coincidence with the

n— v, branches v — z°¡,-+1PVl+t = 0, • • •, v — z**Pn = 0 we may assume to

be as large as we like.    In the Q's of the v, — 1 factors of the product

(v-z**Q2) ■•• (*-***&.)

we suppose terms of sufficiently high order to be retained, in order that the

order of coincidence of the product (11) with the branch v — zaiPi = 0 may

be equal to ¿i,, while its orders of coincidence with the v, — 1  branches

v — zaiPi = 0, ■ • • , v — za"-PVi = 0 are all greater than /<,.

The product (11) can evidently be written in the form

(13) B(z,v)={Bo(z,v)+B1(z)v)z-ll''-+---B^(z,v)z-l+1""}-R(z,v).

Representing the psth roots of unity by e\ = 1, e2, • ■ •, ev,, construct the v,

functions

5(0(z, v) = {Bo (z, v) + Pi(z, v) e$rVv'

(14)
+ • • • + Pv.-i(z, »)erI2-1+1'"'} R (z, v),

f= 1, 2, ■••, v..

We derive the function Bu) (z, v) from the function B (z, v) on replacing

in this function z-1'"' by e,z-1,,,\   The branch v — z*'P, = 0 may be assumed
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to be derived in like manner from the branch v — zaiPi = 0. The order of

coincidence of the function BU) (z, v) with the corresponding branch

v — za'Pt = 0 is then evidently n,, and its orders of coincidence with the

other branches of the same cycle are greater than n,. At the same time we

may assume the orders of coincidence of the function with the branches of

the remaining cycles to be as large as we please, because of the presence of

the factor R (z, v) in its expression as given in (14).

From (14) it evidently follows that the function

(15) E e"'-*Bw (z, v) = v,Ba (z, v) sT»'"« • R (z, v)

has ju, as its order of coincidence with each of the branches of the cycle of order

v,, while its orders of coincidence with the branches of the remaining cycles

»re indefinitely large. Here <r may have any one of the values 0, 1, • • •,

v, — 1.   The orders of coincidence of the rational functions

(16) Bo(z,v) ■ R(z,v), Bi(z,v) -R(z, v), ■ ■ ■ £,._,( z,v) -R(z,v)

with the branches of the cycle of order v, will then have the values

(17) fi,, p„ — — ,  ••• , p.-

respectively. At the same time the orders of coincidence of these functions

with the branches of the remaining r — 1 cycles may be supposed to be as

large as we please. What we are here giving is merely an explicit repetition

for the value z= » of what has already been given for the value z = a in the

earlier chapters of the writer's book already referred to. The repetition however

is necessary for the purpose of pointing out the limitation on the degrees of

the functions which here present themselves in connection with certain sets

of orders of coincidence. We note that the degree in (z, v) of the product

(11) is ^ N — 1, and the same will therefore be the case for the functions

BU) (z, v) in (14), and consequently for the functions Ba(z,v) • z~",v'R(z, v)

in (15), and therefore also for the va rational functions in (16).

Now let us construct a system of r sets of functions like those in (16), each

set corresponding to a different one of the r cycles. These n = ^r,=lva func-

tions we shall indicate by the notation

(18) B,,r(z,v)-Rs(z,v),       s=l,2,.-.,r;       <r = 0, 1, • • • , v. - 1.

The function Bt¡a(z, v) • Rs (z, v) has ¡xa — o-/Vs as its order of coincidence

with the branches of the cycle of order va, while its orders of coincidence with

the branches of the other cycles are indefinitely great. The degree of the

function is also ^ N — 1.
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If now n[, • ■ ■ , p'r represent any set of adjoint orders of coincidence for the

branches of the cycles here in question, we can write them in the form

(19) nil + Ml —  ffl/"l ,       • ' * »      m,+ fir— (Tr/Vr,

where the numbers m„ are positive integers or 0 and where a number a, has one

of the v, values 0, 1, • • •, v, — 1. A rational function which possesses pre-

cisely this set of orders of coincidence is evidently furnished by the sum

(20) ¿X.sT-5,.,.(*,») •&(*,«),
«=i

where the coefficients X8 are constants all of which are different from 0. We

see also, from what precedes, that the degree of this function is = N — 1.

We are now in a position to prove that a rational function of ( z, v ) which is

adjoint for the value z = oo must be of degree ~ N — 1. For assume that

there exists a certain rational function R' ( z, v ), of degree > N — 1, which

possesses a specific set of adjoint orders of coincidence p'x, • • •, n'r, for the

branches of the r cycles corresponding to the value z = œ . By proper

choice of the coefficients X, in the sum

(21) R"(z,v) = R'(z,v) + Íb\z-m-B,,a,(z,v) -R.(z,v)
»=i

we can then evidently give the function R" ( z, v ) a set of adjoint orders of

coincidence n'x , •••, n'r', each of which is greater than the corresponding

number in the set ¡i'x, • • •, y!r. Here it is plain that each one of the r coeffi-

cients X, is determined independently of the other r — 1 coefficients. For,

apart from R' (z, v), the only other element on the right-hand side of (21)

which has m, + ¡is — as!v, as its order of coincidence with the branches of the

cycle of order v, is the element with X, as coefficient. Since, by hypothesis,

the function R' ( z, v ) is of degree > N — 1, and since the remainder of the

expression on the right-hand side of (21) is known to be of degree < N — 1,

it follows that the function R" (z,v) must be of the same degree as R' (z, v).

Assuming, then, that there exists a rational function R' (z, v) of degree

> N — 1, which possesses a set of adjoint orders of coincidence n'x, • • ■ , \fr

for the branches of the cycles corresponding to the value z = » , it follows

that there exists also a rational function R" ( z, v ), of the same degree as

R'(z, v), which possesses a set of adjoint orders of coincidence /*"> " ' > Mr'i

each one of which is greater than the corresponding member of the former

set.

By successive application of the process described in what precedes, we

could evidently construct a sequence of functions R' (z, v), R" (z, v),

R'" ( z, v ), • • ■ all of the same degree, and each one possessing a set of adjoint
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orders of coincidence for the value z = <» t whose members severally exceed

the corresponding orders of coincidence of the next preceding function in the

sequence. We could then construct a rational function of the same degree as

R' ( z, v ) which would possess indefinitely great orders of coincidence with the

branches of all r cycles corresponding to the value z = °o . This result however

is at variance with the fact established in the earlier part of this paper, that a

rational function can have simultaneously indefinitely high orders of coin-

cidence with all n branches corresponding to the value z = oo , only when the

degree of the rational function is decreased indefinitely. The assumption,

then, of the existence of a rational function of degree > N — 1, which is

adjoint for the value z = œ , leads to contradiction. A rational function of

( z, v ), adjoint for the value z = °° , must therefore be of degree ^ N — 1.

Looking back over the preceding pages, we see that the power vn~l does

not appear in a term of degree > n — 1 in the product (11), nor therefore in

the functions S(0 (z, v) in (14), nor yet in the rational functions (16). The

power t)"-1, then, will not present itself in a term of degree > n — 1 in any

of the functions in (18)—and in fact the only ones among these functions in

which such power of v will present itself at all are the r functions in which the

suffix a has the value 0. We see furthermore that in (20) a term involving

vn~l can never be of degree > n — 1, and that therefore if the function R'( z, v )

which appears in (21) involves «n_1 in a term of degree > n — 1, the same will

be true of the function R" (z, v) and of a sequence of functions R'" (z, v),

• • •, constructed in the manner already considered. From this would follow

the existence of a rational function of degree > n — 1, whose orders of coin-

cidence with the n branches corresponding to the value z = œ are all inde-

finitely great. This however is impossible, and the assumption of the existence

of a rational function R' (z, v), adjoint for the value z = œ and involving

»n_1 in a term of degree > n — 1, leads to contradiction. If then the power

„n-i presents itself in a rational function which is adjoint for the value z = œ ,

it can only appear in a term of degree < n — 1. A rational function which

is adjoint for the value z = œ must therefore be of degree < N — 1, and can

only involve the power vn~l in a term of degree < n — 1.

We shall now assume that our fundamental algebraic equation (1) is inte-

gral. The n branches corresponding to a finite value z=awe shall suppose

to group themselves into a number r of cycles of orders vi, v2, ■ • ■, vT, re-

spectively, and by /hi , M2, • • •, pr we shall indicate the orders of coincidence

of the branches of these cycles, each with the product of the remaining n — 1

branches. We can show that an integral rational function of ( z, v ) must be

divisible by the factor z — a, if its orders of coincidence with the branches

of the r cycles corresponding to the value z = a are simultaneously greater
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than the numbers m, ■ • •, nr • This theorem has been proved in the writer's

book* already cited, by the method of the " deformation of a product." We

shall prove it by the method employed in obtaining the results in what precedes.

In chapter V of the book just quoted, integral rational functions were

constructed, possessing as their orders of coincidence with the branches of

the r cycles here in question an arbitrarily assigned set of adjoint orders of

coincidence. Where these orders of coincidence were simultaneously greater

than the numbers tu, • • ■, /¿r respectively, the actually constructed functions

were in all cases divisible by the factor z — a. Let n'x, \i2, • ■ •, p'r represent

such a set of adjoint orders of coincidence, and let (z — a) gx (z, v) be one of

the actually constructed functions just referred to, which possesses precisely

these orders of coincidence with the branches of the cycles corresponding to the

value z = a. Here gi(z, v) is an integral rational function which may or

may not itself be divisible by the factor z — a.

Now suppose, if possible, that there exists an integral rational function

G\ ( z, v ) which is not divisible by z — a, and which possesses p\, n2, ■ ■ ■, n'r

as its orders of coincidence with the branches of the several cycles. By

proper choice of the constant Ci in the sum

(22) G2 (z,v) = Gx (z,v) + Cl (z - a) 9l (z, v)

we can evidently make the order of coincidence of the function G2 ( z, v )

with the branches of an arbitrarily chosen one of the r cycles exceed the

corresponding number p,. Among the orders of coincidence \ix , ¡i2 , • • •, p"

of the function Gi(z,v) with the branches of the several cycles, no order

is less than the corresponding number in the set n\, n'2, • • •, p'r, and some

one order is greater than the corresponding number in this set—the order

here in question corresponding to an arbitrarily selected one of the r cycles.

Furthermore the integral rational function G« (z, v) is plainly not divisible

by z — a.

By repeated applications of the above process, it would evidently be possible

to construct an integral rational function G ( z, v ), which is not divisible by

z — a, and whose orders of coincidence with the branches of the r cycles are

all as great as we will — always of course on the assumption of the existence

of the function G\(z,v) as described above. We can, however, in contra-

diction with this, readily prove, that with indefinite increase in the orders of

coincidence of an integral rational function with all n branches corresponding

to the value z = a the function will become divisible by an indefinitely high

power of z — a. To prove this theorem we evidently only have to replace

1/z by the element z — a, in the argument by which in the earlier part of the

paper we have proved indefinite decrease in the degree of a rational function

* See chapters III and IV.
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to follow as a consequence of indefinite increase in the orders of coincidence

of the function with all n branches corresponding to the value z = » .

The assumption, then, of the existence of an integral rational function

G\(z, v), which is not divisible by z — a and whose orders of coincidence

Mi > A»2 > ' ' ' > M, are severally greater than the corresponding numbers in the

set mi > M2 > • • •, Pr, leads to contradiction of the theorem whose proof we have

just indicated. It follows therefore that any integral rational function of

( z, v ), whose orders of coincidence with the branches of the r cycles corre-

sponding to the value z = a are simultaneously greater than the numbers

Mi > M2, • • •, Mr respectively, must be divisible by z — a.

As a corollary of the above theorem follows, that a rational function which

is adjoint for the value z = a must, in its reduced form, be integral with regard

to the element z — a. If, namely, a rational function R (z, v) has orders of

coincidence with the branches of the several cycles, which do not fall short

of the numbers

Mi—1 + -,   M2— 1 + -,    •■••,    Mr— 1 + —,

it follows that the orders of coincidence of the product (z — a) R (z, v),

with the branches of the several cycles are simultaneously greater than the

numbers mi , M2, • • •, Mr respectively. Writing R ( z, v ) in the form of a

quotient G (z,v) /g (z) where G (z, v) and g (z) are integral and have no

factor in common, it is clear that the denominator g (z) cannot have z — a

as a factor. For in that case the product g (z) • R (z, v) = G (z, v) would

evidently have orders of coincidence with the branches of the r cycles which

are simultaneously greater than the numbers mi > M2, ••-,&■ respectively, and

from this would follow that G ( z, v ) must also have z — a as a factor, contrary

to our hypothesis that G (z, v) and g (z) have no factor in common.

Still assuming the fundamental algebraic equation to be integral, we can

utilize our method to prove the following theorem: 7/ an integral rational

function has adjoint orders of coincidence with n — 1 of the n branches corre-

sponding to the value z = a, its order of coincidence with the remaining branch

must also be adjoint.

The theorem is self-evident if the branch in question belongs to a cycle of

order greater than 1, for the orders of coincidence of a rational function with

the branches of a cycle are all the same. Suppose however that v — Pi = 0

is a simple branch and suppose, if possible, that there exists an integral rational

function Gi(z, v) whose order of coincidence with this branch falls short of

adjointness, while its orders of coincidence with the remaining n — 1 branches

are all adjoint.    Construct an integral rational function g\ ( z, v ) possessing
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a set of adjoint orders of coincidence p[, p'2, • • •, p'r which, apart from the

order of coincidence with the branch t> — Pi = 0, are precisely the same as

the orders of coincidence of the function G\ ( z, v ) with the branches in ques-

tion.    By proper choice of the constant c\ in the sum

(23) G,(z,v) = G1(z,v) + clg1(z,v)

we can then evidently obtain an integral rational function G» ( z, v ), whose

order of coincidence with the branch v — Pi = 0 is the same as that of the

function G\ (z, v) with this branch, while its orders of coincidence with the

branches of the remaining cycles nowhere fall short of the orders of coin-

cidence of the function G\ ( z, v ) with the branches of these cycles, while, in

the case of one of these r — 1 cycles at least, .and that one arbitrarily chosen,

the order of coincidence of the function G2 (z, v) exceeds that of the function

G,(z,v).

In the manner just indicated we could construct a succession of integral

rational functions Gi(z, v), 6?2 (z,v), G3(z,v), • • • all of which possess

the same order of coincidence with the branch v — Pi = 0, while each succes-

sive one exceeds all those which precede it in its order of coincidence with the

branches of some one of the remaining r — 1 cycles, arbitrarily chosen, and

does not for any cycle fall short of the orders of coincidence of the preceding

functions. We could evidently thus construct an integral rational function

G ( z, v ) whose order of coincidence with the branch v — Pi = 0 would be the

same as that of the original function G\ (z, v) with this branch, while its

orders of coincidence with the remaining n — 1 branches would be as large as

we might please.

Since the order of coincidence of G (z, v) with the branch v — Pi = 0

falls short of adjointness, it cannot have as factor an indefinitely high power

of z — a. On dividing G (z, v) through by any power of z — a which it

may happen to have as factor we then obtain an integral rational function

which is not divisible by z — a. The orders of coincidence of this function

with n — 1 of the branches are still indefinitely great, while its order of coin-

cidence with the remaining branch v — Pi = 0 falls short of adjointness.

The same set of orders of coincidence* will then also be those of an integral

rational function in which the coefficient of s"-1 is not divisible by z — a,

and therefore at the same time the orders of coincidence of a product of the

form

(V-Q1)(V-Q2)   ■■■   (V-Qrrl),

in which the Q's are power-series in z — a.   Since the orders of coincidence

of this product with the n — 1 branches v — P2 = 0, ■ ■ -, v — P„ = 0 are all

* See first two pages of chapter III in book already cited.
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indefinitely great, each one of these branches must have an indefinitely high

order of coincidence with some one factor of the product, and the order of

coincidence of the branch v — Pi = 0 with this product will therefore be the

same as its order of coincidence with the product

(v- P2)(v- P3) ••• (v- Pn).

The order of coincidence of the branch v — Pi = 0 with the product (24)

then is adjoint, contrary to our deduction that the order of coincidence in

question for this product fell short of what was requisite to adjointness. The

contradiction is a consequence of our assumption of the existence of an integral

rational function Gi ( z, v ), whose order of coincidence with the branch

v — Pi = 0 falls short of adjointness, while its orders of coincidence with the

remaining n — 1 branches are all adjoint. It follows that such a function

does not exist, and consequently that any integral rational function which is

adjoint for n — 1 of the branches corresponding to a finite value z = a must

also be adjoint for the remaining branch.

University of Toronto.


